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I tJ In exploring the problem of seeing a woman in pnwna Chri.ftl, some 

38 .JW;.f er J N. 1, I . . consideration of the impact of sexual identity on tradition as well as the 
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meaning and symholism of the Eucharist will be necessary. Pertinent corn-

In the Image of Christ r1,., •�T ('-'" '"\, 7. menls, but by no mearis exhaustive or comprehensive on the concept of 
ministry or sacramental orders should shed additional light. 
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If woman is just as much in the image and likeness of God, why is she
not also in the image of Christ? Is Christ somehow more than. God or less
than God? Is she not just as much the offspring of II parent as her brother or
as Christ the Son or God, and just as fully human as any male, including the 
Christ as defined at Chalcedon? Femininity certainly exprenes H well as 
masculinity the relationship of the second Person to the first, for it is a rela
tionship of infinite mutuality that defines the three Persons of the Triune 
Godhead.' If at first glance it is dirricult for woman to accept that she cannot
image Christ because she lacks .. natural resemblance," further reflection on
the teaching or the Declaration falls rar short or persuading hcr.J 

Regarding the maleness of Christ and io of the priest: the argument or
the Declaration .. convinces" only if its premise is takcri as of unquestionahle
validity, but it is precisely the premise that is at issue.' Actually when the
Declaration claims .. The Word was made Oesh in the male sex," it concedes
that Christ "certainly must not be understood in a material perspective" and 
that .. priests do not become representatives or Christ because or their mascu
linity" because ordination is .. of a spiritual nature. " The so-called indelible 
character or the priesthood is 0a sign in the sacramental sense.'' which cou
pled with the Commentary's reference to what it calls .. ,he deep identity of 
man and woman" would seem to imply that the statement's premise based on 
the precedent of the appointment of male apostles only by Jesus is not valid 
in the Congregation's very own words. The Declaration certainly gives an un
tenable interpretation of the Creed by equating the God-man concept with 
.. God-male," as it also does in its eucharistic theology: .. There is no 'natural 
resemblance' in the Eucharist if Christ's role is not taken by a man .... For
Christ himsclr was and remains II man." 

Nevertheless a careful and close study or the document can prove ex
tremely enlightenin1-a1 much for what it does not say as for what and how 
it says what it does. By its very inadequacies it calls attention to a host of 
theological issues which have never before been satisfactorily dealt with.
Hopefully it will serve as a needed catalyst to much unfinished theological
business. The crux of its argumentation for rejecting the very idea or ordain
in1 women centcrs on a rather narrowly conceived notion or apostolic min
istry, the necessity of .. natural resemblance" for the cucharistic ministry and 
the Church's desire to remain faithful to a practice d�med the official will of 

The examination of data will focus on personal renccttons and recent
statements and/or documents pcriinent to the issue because, by general con
sensus, we are dealing with a new issue which has never before been systcm�t 
ically explored by the Church. Fot this reason, _arguments cu_llc� from ant•�
uity as well as recourse to unwritten traditton have a limited . value 1.nadvancing the argument. The key issue in this regard is ..... to discover if
tradition is simply repetition or if it has no meaning other than to face the f u
ture, a future specifically eschatological where there will be neither _male nor
female."• The former point has already proven itself to be theolog,��lly un
tenable Moreover "formal unanimity is not the guarantee of trad1t1on be
cause i"radition d�es not lie in the letter, but is guided by the Spirit of 
Christ."' Even Pope Paul VI in a letter to the dissident Archbishop Lefebvre 
or Oct. 11, 1976, specifically stated that "Tr�dition is not _a pct�ified, dead r�:ality" but must be interpreted .. in adaptataon to changing cncumstances. 
The Berkeley theologians are thus in "'safe" company when t.hey fault t�e 
Declaration for its notion of tradition described as "'the inncx1ble transmis
sion or past practices, regardless of the cultures out or which they came and 
the needs to which they responded.' .. What is needed are new insights and 8 

genuine openness to the Holy ·spirit. llopefully this essay will suggest some 
new avenues to explore or new ways of looking at the familiar. 

Sming tlit Stagt 
Reflection on the image of woman and of God in the New Testament,

even the llebrew Bible for that matter, raises the serious possibility that we
have inherited and even been guilty of passing on an image of God which is 
fundamentally at odds with that communicated by Christ in the: Gospels as 
well as in Paul's letters. It is an image from our patriarchal culture that vests 
power primarily in the will which has traditionally viewed wo�an as bcl?ng
ing to the male, taking her identity from him, and being compliant and yield
ing to his will . As such she can be the ideal or purity and holiness� she may 
even be a Doctor of the Church, but she is not to impose her will on men or
women. 

. Have we. however, perhaps mistaken society's way or perceiving and be-
having with real ity itself, and even taken the idolatrous step of forcing God
into these unreal categories, or has the process been the reverse? From a
faulty notion of God's relation to the world, have we structured a pattern of
unhealthy social relations which we unwittingly justify as by divine decree? 
On the natural level we obey our fathers so as to.remain in their love. The 
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child fears parental rc:jc:ction because it attacks his or her fragile sense of self• 
worth directly, so that fear often motivates love and obedience. later in life it 
may be fear of the: loss of an inheritance that will continue to motivate love 
anJ obc:Jic:ncc:. Dul is no& this how God has often been presented to us? In 
masculine terms, as a being out there in a dominating relationship to u£?1 An 
oppressive force: before which we must capitulate or else live in constant frus
tration and ultimately lose our inheritance'? 

Whc:n the priest is seen as the mediator between God and humankind, as 
the minister of Christ's saving grace, and as such an authority. a teacher, a 
ruler, a judge to whose will we mu5t submit, as sign of our 1ubmiuion to the 
God represented by the priest, the very idea of a female priest becomes clear
ly _unacceptable on the level of symbol, let alone "natural resemblance," but
this natural resemblance in the final analysis is not so much a resemblance to 
Christ as savior or the Word of God as to a distorted view of masculinity, a 
masculinity with which increasing numbers of men can no longer identify. 

Is this concept of the divine as a dominating power too harsh'? b it true 
a woman cannot be a priest because the priest symbolises Ood'1 relation to 
the world? So long as religion is conceived in terms of domiiuation, of having 
power and having power over, it encourages and even obliges us to model 
human relations on this paradigm and to use woman as the archetypal sub
missive one. As such she certainly cannot function a1 an adequate symbol. If 
this is true. then. and if we do not reject the idea of a woman pricsl outright, 
we shall have to deal with a serious internal conOict and confusion over some 
very f undamenlal religious ideas and feelings. 

Jn 1he Image of Christ 
The mystery of &he Incarnation offers another perspective from which to 

approach this problem. h offers the image of a God who participates in the 
wholeness of human cxislence, who chooses not to stand over a1ainst human• 
kind in judgmcnt. but rather to become so completely identified with the 
human situation as lo lake on human flesh-not as a fully developed person, 
not even as a child. but H an ovum in the womb of a woman. Paul himself 
offers us the image of God as a pregnant mother when he quotes Epiman• 
ander's "in God we live and move and have our being." TcreH's insight in 
her classic spiritual treatise Tht Interior Ca.silt is also inward-oriented. But 
how often do we think of oumlvcs u bcins outside of God? h is almost inev
itable when we use masculine imascs for God. The priestly vocation, howev• 
er. is most properly I call lo nurture the spark of divine life implanted in 
each human person, something men and women ought to do for themselves 
as well as for each other. h ia what God docs for us. When we limit ourselves 
to male symbols for God. we end up in the .. out there, domination° syn� 
dromc. During hia earthly min'istry Jesus revealed his priestly role in non• 
dominating terms; he came lo heal, to make: whole, to affirm the human dig• 
nity of all whether male or female, tu collector or prostitute. He shied away 
from those attracted to a too narrowly conceived image of his runclion-who 
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uw potential and power in terms of domination, rather than in terms of scr• 
vice, of nurturing. 

We have arrived at a turning point in human history when even the secu
lar world recognizes that international relations perceived in terms of domi
nation arc ultimately sclf-desuuctivc. Nations must share, must serve one 
another, if we arc to create a viable world. 

In Persona Chrisll 
What &hen docs the phrase ;,, persona Chrisli (2 Cor 2: lO actually 

mean? The Jerusalem Bible translates it aa '"in the presence of Christ.'' i.e., 
m his place or in his. name, with his knowledge, approval and consent. 
Christ', presence in the priest is thus mystical, not contingent on sex; it can 
be :,;hared by all irrespective of sex.• It means .. Christ, not the priest, is lhc 
real celebrant of the sacraments. The priest docs no& represent Christ immc• 
diately but only because he represents the Church-first of all by the very 
fact of ordination. It is impossible to attribute a privileged role to sexuality in 
the hypostatic union. Besides, all sacraments arc celebrated corporately with 
the Holy Spirit, the Church gathered together being itself the aubjccl of cele
bration. "' 

If woman cannot image Christ although our spirituality teaches the "im-
itation of Christ," then being a man is clearly more desirable than bcina a 
human being. Rejecting the notion that only a male can act in ptnona Chris•

,,, the Berkeley Catholic theologians argue that ••the presence of women •• 
priests, us well as men, �ould be an abiding sign lo the faithful that all Chris• 
tians 'have put on Christ Jesus' and in this identification lies their hope for 
aalvation. ll ii simply a matter of fact that the exclusion of women from 
priestly ordination in our day docs not reinforce "the image of Chriat' for a 
growing number of people, but rather symbolizes sexual discrimination with· 
in the Church .... The effect of aligning priesthood with masculinity may 
idc:nlif y the Church 1& rcarcuivc fof millions of human beings in the f u
ture. "10 

In· dealing with this issue, many recent commentators have pointed out 
the significance of the symbols of our Christian faith. Writing in 1975, 
llcrve-Maric Legrand observed: "In that area (of symbols). one is touching 
on extremely profound realities where personal and social psychology, sex• 
uality. religious experience and symbols so affccl one anothl.!r and condition 
one another to auch a point that any discussion 1pccdily bccomca emo
tional. "11 The response to the Declaration by the Leadership Conference of 
Women Religious echoed similar concerns: '"hs most significant value may 
be that it actually identifies the basis for deeper study, the relationship bc
awccn natural �i1n 1nd iymbolo1Y, Py uiin1 words like 'ima1c.' 'sisn.' 'rcpre
scnta&ivc' and •symbol' interchangeably. the &ext calls our attention to the 
need for continuing £tudy and research into the nature of symbol and its use 
in a faith community. This focus on the crucial question givc:5 real direction 
to ongoina exegesis und diuloguc. 111 i 
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These same views were reiterated even more strongly and positively by 
David Durrell when he urged the Declaration be given a theological rather 
than just a political response: "The heart or the argument is in p�r
.wna .... " The arguments to support this are from fillingness 0articulatcd
in an arena where current theology is relatively tone-dear: that of symbolic
activity."" 

Nowhere is the confusion women experience over their ability or inabili
ty to image Christ more concretely drawn than in Paul Vl's twice-repeated· 
panygeric on womanhood: .. As We sec her, Woman is a mirror or the ideal 
human being . . . in His own image and likeness. . .• a vision or virginal 
purity .... She is ... the mysterious wellspring of life, through whom na
ture still receives the breath or God ... she symbolizes mankind itself." 14 
Having read this in 1966 and again in 1974, why should women not have been 
surprised to learn that Christ toolc on not humanity or hum�n nature but 
masculinity, and thus, although woman may mirror the ideal human being, 
she may not image Christ? 

Suuality 

In the area of sexuality the Declaration makes relati.ve symbols absolute. 
But such an interpretation is far from achieving universal acceptance. "Our 
likeness to Christ is in no way based on suual differences, for ii is rcnected 
in where our hearts arc, in how much we live· Christ's Oospcl."15 In asking· 
why woman cannot image Christ we raise the fundamental question: arc
womanhood and manhood constructions that imperfectly fit man and 
woman? If so we can make a case, but not if they arc seen as two distinct
complementary ways of being human, because then we have support for the
thesis of predetermined roles for man and woman." 

Kari_E. Doressen argues that -�'the whole doctrine of the nature and role 
of woman has been evolved from an exclusively androcentric point of view.
The foundation of this doctrine is in the equation, man equals human being.
Man, that is the male, is the exemplar of human being and woman is consid
ered as being different from him."" As will be seen shortly, this essentially is
the starting point of canon law. Augustine and Thomas both accepted the
subordination of woman as an a priori given .. by the very fact that she is a
woman. even though equivalent as human0 and thus created after the image
of Ood. "" .. The androcentric structure of their .•. civilization leads them
to an interpretation of scripture, which identifies this relation of the sexes
�ith the order of creation itsetf. This sociological element is found in the
presuppositions on which they worlc .... "" Unfortunately, the Declaration 
rduses to acknowicdgc · that the exclusion of women from the priesthood ·
could be simpl)' of socio-cultural origin. 

Although Christian anthropology affirms the pre-eminence of mutuality
between human persons, and the Declaration itself rejects the notion of sub
ordination which Augustine and Thomas took for granted, the Canon l.aw
Society of America has found that an anthropology which retains a conven
Honal understanding or dichotomies (spirit/matter, et, Jndcrtics some per-
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spcctives on the question of women in Church law and i5 incompatible with 
the findings of the modern human sciences. In fact, it works a grave injustice 
by preventing access to mutual sharing in the religious dimension of tire. >0 .. A 
woman's juridical status is directly related to that or her husband, if she is 
married; or. in many instances, to her rather ir she is a minor child. A single 
adult woman enjoys status in law. but the married woman loses her status to 
acquire another based on necessary ractors. No status is _aHigned dir_ec_tlY_ b!
reason or sex. yet maleness and femaleness really determine• person s 1urad1-
cal standing."l 1 The Declaration thus presuppolel that wo�en an

_
d 

_
men arc

essentially complementary in • way that 1uit1 men for ordain� ?'1?1Stry and 
women for non-ordained ministry. This presumes that equahty 111n fact re
alized through selually differentiated functions. 

Too oRen it appears the issue of sexuality 11 used to camounage the 
issue of power. At least for the Christian tradition. Jcsus' power came �ot
from usertin1 lordship or superiority or difference of roles, but from part1c
ipatin1 10 fully in life as to be scorned by the religious puristi of hi_s 

_
day,

and by causing others, the disenfranchised, especially women, to �•rt1c1pate 
so fully in his ministry II to leave the early Church with a paradox 1t c_hosc to
ignore. Instead Christian women have been socialized to accept suffen�1 and
taught to offer it up, to identify with Christ the Victim rather than Chnst the 
Priest. But even Christ's sufferings had limili and even he asked God whether 
in fact it was all necessary. The question rem■ift!I whether the distance be
tween Christ the Victim and Christ the Priest ii u vast as we have been led 
to believe. 

There is no doubt that the r�ally crucial issue raised by the Declaration 
is the nature of the symbol of Christ's human nature. Is it simply a natural 
symbol which means we must seek some special 1ignilic1nce in his maleness? 
Or must th� real meanina be sought on I deeper level? Christ is • mystery 
and II such to limit the symbolism to the natural, to the obvious, i1 to risk 
diluting the very message of Christ, the very scff-revelation of the Oodhcad in 
the humanity of Christ. The Hebrew scriptures should have 1iven us a clue. 
The prophets, in whose tradition Jesus placed himself, never tired tryin1 to 
raise the sights of the people above the literal, material expectations in the 
light of which popular imagination tended to interpret past promises made to 
their ancestors. 

Traditionally the male symbol has itood for authority, power, but Christ 
deliberately eschewed this interpretation. He avoided displays of his power 
which would have overwhelmed people. He rejected those attracted solely by 
a chance view of his power. His wu a participatory ethic: "Oo sell what you 
have and 9ive to the poor, then come follow me." The Ocrasenc begcd to be 
allowed to follow Jesus but w11 told: "Oo back home . . . and tell them ev
erything God has done for you." When the mother or James and John tried 
to do a little promotin8 for her sons, Je1u1 11bd them: '"Can you drink of 
the same chalice?" These men all 1ou1ht to be called, and Jesus in callin1 
them indicate«' •hat wealth, special privilc«e, whether or clo�ness to Jesus or 
status positim .vcre foreign to his concept of call. Each call was a lilt if-
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krcnl but each entailed giving up what mcanl lhe most to the individual sothat lhc on� c�lled would � truly ready to hear God's word and respondwuhou_l hcsllal1on. The obedience of discipleship constituted lhe key lo kinship wuh Chnsl as expressed so succinctly in the rclorl: "Who is my mother'?Who arc my brot�ers1 Whoever_ docs the will of God is my brother, mys1s1cr, my mother. The women an the Gospels arc remarkable in that theirrespons_e to Christ'� �II never stands in need of revision. Perhaps there issomething lo be said an favor of being socialiLed to serve. lo do the will ofanother. 
When the Declaration states then that women cannot be ordained because they arc not apt representatives of Christ we MUST ask why. Why are

women not apt repr�scntatives? Sexuality docs not really seem the issue.
because a close readang of the New Testament suggests quite anothc.r in
tc:rpretation of the data. Women can be seen sharing essentially the full
public life and ministry of Christ, except for being counted among the initial
l welvc and possibly working miracles or being present at the Last Supper.
But lhe women share whatever they receive. and if thc1 were absent al the
unticipation of Christ's death and resurrection, they were present for 1hc: real
evenb. The resolution of the dilemma clearly cannot be achieved without a
re-examination of the whole concept of ordained ministry. 

Ordained Ministry 
There arc those today who fear all women want is power. But what 

power do they seek'! There is a power that sc:c:ks to dominate and one. that
seeks to serve, the power of love. Unfortunately there arc those for whom 
power is important. Christ is appreciated in terms of his powers, and the 
Church has often been viewed as essentially a power slructurc. a force in the 
world, even a force lo be m.koncd with. for such people the male is the sym
bol of power-from the level of brute force lo the level of intellectual ac
complishment. M�n asserl!i his physical domin�ncc over woman by raping 
her; his intellectual, by excluding her for centuries from the academic world, 
from the very chance lo meet him as an intellectual equal. Against s _uch a 
background woman is the S)'mbol of powerlessness. and it is for this rc:ason 
&he is inadequate to represent Christ, nol because of her sexuality or because 
any of the actual priestly roles arc foreign to her. For the: priestly act of 
Chris& was the communication of the message of divine love which culminal
cd in his death on the �ross, and woman has ever been the Christian educator 
or proclaimer of the Word and a symbol of love, of self-sacrifice. 

Christ did not hesitate to compare God to a woman looking for a lost 
cuin, nor himself 10 a mother hen (Ml 2l17). God ,on1raslcd his own Juve
for us lo lhal of u mother for hc:r child, and added that even if a mo1her
should forget her child, he would never forget us (Is 49:15). Normally it is
f rum our molhc:rs we learn our first kssons of love. forgiveness and self
sauifice. Christ ouldid himself in pointing out that the: capabilities of women 
c,1ualkd those of men. Uut it takes lime: to effect a social revolution, time
Christ did nol have but knew his Church would have,. 
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What do we know about lhe actual origin and nalurc of the sacrament of 
Order? A functional priesthood was unknown in the New Tcslament; the 
presbyter was but a supervisor of community. Sacramental orders were in
troduced only around I00-150. u In other words. no\ only arc the aposllcs not 
associalcd with the daily pastoral care of the people or the ministry or the 
Eucharist; according to the criteria for the valid reception of a sacrament, it 
is hard to find evidence thal they even received this sacrament, for one must 
intend to receive a sacrament in order lo receive it. Historically the Church 
had ministries before it had a theory of ministry; it had laws before it had a 
theory of haw. As theory developed, however. it had immense significance in 
determining actual practice. even though often based on non-historical as
sumplions. u 

lkcausc women arc· claiming a call to ministry. a call they maintain 
flows naturally enough from their own Baptism. the Declaration slates specif
ically that .. Baptism docs not confer any personal tille to public ministry in 
the Church." thus choosing to ignore the emphasis of Vatican II on the co
responsibility of the laity for the mission of the Church. ll continues: .. Voca• 
tion cannot be reduced to a mere personal attraction which can remain purely 
subjective .... Authentication by the Church is indispensable ...• a con
stitutive part of the vocation." However. what it chooses to forget is that in 
the pasl the Church has even obliged some to accept orders.J• Of course. in 
those instances. the Church operated out of the context of the people of God 
instead of uclusivcly the magisterium. Without denying that the force of 
orders is not 5imply declaratory but constitutive. cannot the call of a commu
nity for a ministry by women in some very real sense confer the charism for 
the proclamation of the Gospel and the collegial overseeing of and buildina 
up of the Church on a woman as well as a ma.n?u 

. . . . 
Moreover, although the Declaration dcmc:s any d1scnmmallon regard•�•

the ministry of women. women r�main excluded from lhc reception of certam
ministries.2• Since lay men and sometimes even women arc admitted to many
of.these functions uhhough women may not be formally installed, "it is evi
dent that the: discrimination is based exclusively on scxual differences. al least

· 
· h rod .. n Th in those areas which at present do not requue t e power o r er• . c

Canon Law Society of America Statement further cites "two cont�ad_ict_ory
developments in the Church on the relationship of Orders und Junsd1ct1on.
Vatican II reinforced the theoretical tic of Jurisdiction and Ordcra. Y cl the
pastoral practices of granting jurisdiction to non-ordained has been �fficially

Hnctioncd. d. Motu Proprio Cawas Matrimoniales. Thus lhas needs
thorough study in order to resolve the contradiction:•_u . . 

Therefore we must ask what ecclesiology underlies the ms1slencc that no
I 

I 

J baplitcd person has an automatic right to ordination? Can it provide an a e-
quate: theology of charism which would recognize God-given calls and �bhg�
tions1 lhc: consensus statement concludca Ill this point that "the charasmat1c 
Church" and "the institutional Church0 arc one. The juridical consequences 
of charisms arc such that they will probably lead us to an entirely new under• 
itandin: -f minisuy in the Church.n Moreover. if the Church k '-s ahe au•
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tVloriiy io aVtcr major forms or ministry, how is this compatible with histori
cal facts of d1angc? with a sound theology of the Holy Spirit? a theology or 
the freedom of all persons? with the possibilily that we may ultimately still 
belong to the early formative period or the Church?10 

. Th� Euchari.u 

According to the Declaration, St. Paul considered this .. ability to repre
sent Christ ... as characteristic or the apostolic function." The supreme 
form of this representalion is in the celebration or the Eucharist-to the point 
or being Christ's very image when the priest pronounces the words of con-: 

sccration. 
But what is the meaning of the Eucharist? It symbolizes the spiritual 

nourishment or the Christian under the natural symbolism of bread and wine, 
which. for the Christian, 0reprcscnt .. the body and blood of Christ. If we
approach this from the external 11out there-dominating" syndrome, we ulti
mately are forced to deal with very -unpalatable, cannibalistic implications: • 
man says we must cat his nesh and drink his blood . This is how the contem
poraries or Jesus interpreted the symbol. His words " . .. led to a fierce 
dispute among the Jews .... Many of his disciples withdrew and no longer 

went about with him" (Jn 6:S2,66). 
Such a development is inevitable if we can approach God only through 

masculine images. 11 But there are some dimensions or love and ministry 
which can only be conveyed by feminine imagcs ."11 If we are accustomed or 
become accustomed to seeing God through both masculine and feminine im
agery. then the Eucharist takes on new meaning in the light of the most fun
damental symbol or life in human experience: that or the unborn child who 
draws its very sustenance and life from the nesh and blood of its mother.n It

is thus only through Epimanander's image of the pregnant God and our own 
understanding of the beginning! of human life that we can draw close to 1 
truly profound understanding of the nature or the Eucharist and the intimacy 
of the relationship Christ sought to establish with his followers and offers to 
us today when he says: .. Whoever eats my nesh and drinb my blood dwells 
continually in me and I dwell in him (her). As the living Father sent me, and 
I live becau�c or the Father. 10 he (she) who cats me shall live because or me .. 
(Jn 6:56-58). 

How then can �e agree that "in actions in which Christ himself . . . i5 
represented ... in the highest degree the case of the Eucharist-his role (this 
is the oritinal sense or the word ptnona) must be taken by a man"? If Paul 
and Christ could represent the feminine dimension, why cannot women repre
sent the masculine? If Mary, through the power of her own fiat was the first 
actively to cooperate with the divine Will and so to make divinity incarnate 
in our �idst, why has it ever since been the case thit women have been and 
must continue to be excluded from a ministry that is in so many ways simi
lar? Filled with the Divine Fire, Mary immediately began her priestly min
istry of the Word by bringin1 the Good News to Elizabeth and to her unborn 
child. Mary "listened to the W ORD or God and put it into practice." Can 
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her daughters be blamed for wantinR to respond in like manncr7
• h k. 
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